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In positive characteristic any two generating functions of odd power divisor
functions are algebraically dependent via separable relations. Classically this is
proved in the context of the theory of integral modular forms. We provide an
alternative proof based on the explicit canonical isomorphism between the formal
groups of the Tate curve and the multiplicative group scheme. Q 1999 Academic
Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be the generating function of s , the 2k q 1-power2 kq1 2 kq1
 4divisor function, and let S s S , k G 1 . Let p be any prime, assumed2 kq1
for simplicity of presentation to be greater than or equal to 11. By
Fermat's little theorem, S ’ S modulo p. Hence, for F the finite2 kq1 2 kqp p
w x w xfield with p elements, F S s F S , S , . . . , S . Further analysis canp p 3 5 p
w xprove that the field F S has transcendence degree one. The proofp
existing in the literature, outlined in Section 3, relies on the theory of
modular forms and it is our contention to provide an alternative approach.
There were two major motivations for the present work. First, the
relation binding S and S can be interpreted via the fact that the3 5
Eisenstein series E reduced to the Hasse invariant and the Hassepy1
winvariant of the Tate curve is 1. See, for example, SwD, pp. 23]24; Ka1,
xpp. 98 and 171 . Second, Katz in his paper on higher congruences between
w x w xmodular forms Ka2 analyzes F S building on the study of a generalizedp
moduli problem, which, quoting him, ``we may loosely describe as that of
elliptic curves over p-adic ground-rings together with isomorphisms of
their formal groups with the formal multiplicative group.''
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Our goal is to sustain a parallel point of view based on the explicit$ Ãisomorphism a : G “ E of the formal groups of the multiplicative groupm
scheme and the Tate curve with appropriately chosen local parameters.
The starting point of our analysis is the simple relation involving the power
y1w x Ž . w x Ž . p w x w x$ $series a p a t s p t s t for p and p the multiplicationÃ ÃE EG Gm m
by p on formal groups. At the end we obtain an explicit description of
w xF S , which, since S ’ S modulo p, is the ring of the generatingp 1 p
functions of all odd power divisor functions in positive characteristic.
The connection between the Hasse invariant, Katz's paper, and our work
is the fact that the invariant A, which is an infinite Witt vector and the
natural generalization of Hasse's invariant, takes the value 1 on the pair
consisting of the Tate curve and its canonical deRham]Witt differential.
See Section 2 for the detailed explanation.
2. MOTIVATION
We started our investigation on the belief that all relations among the
various S 's could be obtained by evaluating the invariant A of the2 kq1
pair, Tate curve and its canonical deRham]Witt differential, in analogy
with the relation between S and S which can be obtained by evaluating3 5
the Hasse invariant of the Tate curve.
The invariant A, which is the natural generalization of Hasse's invari-
ant, is an infinite Witt vector describing the hypertangent to Frobenius,
1Ž .that is, the map induced by Frobenius on H E, WO , the first deRham]E
w xWitt cohomology group. See B where the invariant A is defined and
calculated.
w xUsing the work of Fontaine and Oda, see Theorem 4.4 in O and
w xAppendix 3 in F , we can calculate A employing the module of p-typical
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .curves of E, C E . The ring of operators Cart acts on C E and it isp p p
generated by f and v, the Frobenius and the Verschiebung, which satisfy
w x ² :vf s fv s p , and homotheties, a . For a given choice of basis ofÃE
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .C E , say d t , A s A E, d is the infinite Witt vector determined byp
Ž . Ž . y1w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ad t s fd t s v p d t where Ad t s A , A , A , . . . d t sÃE 0 1 2
q Ã n n q Ã n y1 nE E² : Ž . ² :Ž w x . Ž .Ý v A f d t s Ý v A v p d t .ÃnG 0 n nG 0 n E
Ž . Ž .Now for E the Tate curve and appropriate choice of d , d t s a t as in
Section 6, we have A s 1. Hence, applying v on both sides, we get
Ž . w x Ž . p w x Ž . y1w x Ž .$va t s p a t or, equivalently, t s p t s a p a t . It turnsÃ ÃE EG m
out that the last relation is all that is needed and any further reference to
the invariant A can be suppressed.
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3. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Let E be the normalized Eisenstein series with q-expansion: E2 kq2 2 kq2
Ž .s 1 y 2 2k q 2 S rB , where B s P rQ are the even2 kq1 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2
w xBernoulli numbers. It is well known, see, for example, Deli , that M , theZ
w x Ž 3ring of integral modular forms of level one, is equal to Z E , E , D r E4 6 4
2 .  4 w x w xy E y 1728D . Hence, for S s S , k G 1 , Q S s Q S , S since6 2 kq1 3 5
Ž .P E s P y 2 2k q 2 Q S is an integral modular form2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq1
for all k G 1.
Let p G 11 be a prime number and let F be the field with p elements.p
w x w xBy Fermat's little theorem F S equals F S , S , . . . , S .p p 3 5 p
wBy the von Staudt]Kummer congruences, see, for example, BoSa, p.
x384 , p divides Q if and only if p y 1 divides 2k q 2. Hence, for2 kq2
2k q 1 not equal to p y 2 and 7 F 2k q 1 F p, the relations expressing
w xP E as a polynomial in E and E with coefficients in Z 1r62 kq2 2 kq2 4 6
reduce to nontrivial relations expressing S as a polynomial in S and2 kq1 3
w xS . And, as Swinnerton-Dyer and Serre observe in SwD, p. 21 , from the5
relation obtained for 2k q 1 s p y 2 we conclude that S and S are3 5
algebraically dependent.
Finally, in order to prove that S is algebraically dependent to thepy2
w x Ž . Ž .rest of the S 's, we follow Serre, see Ser, p. 199 . Since s n s s pn2 kq1
in F , we havep
py1d
p nS y S s s n q s q S , 1Ž . Ž .Ý2 kq1 2 kq1 2 kq1 pž /dqŽ .n , p s1
Ž . wwhere, using the properties of the operator qdr dq as presented in SwD,
xpp. 19]20 , the right-hand term can be expressed as a polynomial in S and3
Ž .S . All in all, we have that the field F S has transcendence degree one.5 p
4. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Before continuing we would like to make the following clarification. In
w xcalculating the transcendence degree of F S we need to know only thep
ÃŽ .leading term of the formal group law E l , l . In order to produce1 2
relations binding the various S 's we do require detailed knowledge of2 kq1
ÃE. Using Mathematica or Maple or any other symbolic processor, one can
carry out all power series manipulations of Sections 7 and 8. However,
given ad hoc that dependencies exist, there are much better computational
methods to proceed. Nevertheless, our method will suffice if one chooses
to employ it.
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5. CONVENTIONS AND NOTATION
For k G 1 the Eisenstein series, E , normalized so that their q-ex-2 kq2
pansions start with 1, are defined by
2 2k q 2Ž .
E s 1 y S , 2Ž .2 kq2 2 kq1B2 kq2
where the even Bernoulli numbers, B , are calculated via the formal2 kq2
expansion
‘x Bm ms x 3Ž .Ýxe y 1 m!ms0
and where S are the generating functions of the odd power divisor2 kq1
functions
S s s n q n for s n s d2 kq1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 kq1 2 kq1 2 kq1
nG1 <d n
For convenience we may write B s P rQ with P and2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq2
Q relatively prime integers and Q greater than zero. It is well2 kq2 2 kq2
w xknown, see BoSa, pp. 384]386 , that Q is square free and p divides it2 kq2
if and only if p y 1 divides 2k q 2.
We denote by G the multiplicative group schemem
w y1 xG s Spec Z u , u 5Ž .m
$ $
Ž .and by G the formal group law, G t , t s t q t y t t , which corre-m m 1 2 1 2 1 2
sponds to the choice of formal parameter at the identity t s 1 y uy1.
Changing the local parameter results in isomorphic formal group laws.
However, we prefer this particular choice because subsequent formulas
become transparent and easy to analyze.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of the theory of
w xformal groups as is presented, for example, in Haze, Chap. 1 . We employ
the same notation to denote formal groups and corresponding formal
group laws and we simply recall that a homomorphism between two formal
groups, say from G to F, is a power series with no constant term, a , such
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..that a G t , t s F a t , a t . An isomorphism is a homomorphism1 2 1 2
possessing left and right inverse. For G a formal group, the set of power
series in t with no constant term can be viewed as a group with addition
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..g t [ d t s G g t , d t . If G is a commutative formal group then, for
w x Ž .n a positive integer, n g Z, n ) 0, we denote by n t the power seriesG
Ž . Ž .ng t for g t s t.
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Ž .For a a power series, a t stands for the corresponding truncationm
which includes no term of order greater than m and for which we have
Ž . Ž . mq 1a t ’ a t modulo t .m
Our analysis in Sections 6 and 7 is in characteristic zero and can be
considered a p-adic analysis. Subsequently, we reduce modulo p. We will
work in the main part of this paper assuming p G 11 and we will study
p F 7 in Appendix A.
6. TATE CURVE
w xMost of the facts in this section are in Ro; Sil2, Chap. 5; KaMa, 8.8 .
Remember that 12 divides 7S q 5S . The Tate curve, E , is an elliptic5 3 can
ww xxcurve defined over Z q with canonical model
y7S y 5S5 32 3E : Y q XY s X q y5S X q . 6Ž . Ž .can 3 ž /12
The completion of the Tate curve along its identity section produces the$
ww xxformal group E , which is explicitly isomorphic over Z q to the multi-can $
plicative formal group G via the power series a given asm can
2 b y 1r12 XŽ .
a t s y (g t s y ,Ž . Ž .can ž /b9 y b y 1r12 YŽ .
‘ 2k q 1 yP 2Ž . Ž .2 kq2y2 2 kb z s z q q S zŽ . Ý 2 kq1ž /2k q 2 !Q 2k !Ž . Ž .2 kq2ks1
1
s X q ,
12
7Ž .
db
b9 z s s 2Y q X ,Ž .
dz
2 3 4 ‘ n1 t t t t
g t s log s t q q q q ??? s s z .Ž . Ýž /1 y t 2 3 4 nns1
w x ww xxww xxAs is proved in Ro , a is a double power series in tZ q t . Incan
particular, the constant coefficients of each power of t are integers. This is
all that we would need relative to the integrality of a and it can becan
proved directly as follows:
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Ž .Set q s 0. Then the formal expansions in 7 become
e z X e z y 1
X s « y s 8Ž .z2z Y ee y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž .and for z s ylog 1 y t we obtain a t s t. That is, all constantcan
coefficients of higher powers of t are zero and in particular integral.
At this point, disregarding integrality for the primes 2 and 3, we may
introduce the change of variables x s X q 1r12 and y s Y q Xr2 and
present the Tate curve adopting the Weierstrass model
y1 y 240S 1 y 504S3 52 3E: y s x q x q . 9Ž .
48 864
Subsequently, if we choose local parameter at the identity t s yxry the$ Ãformal group isomorphism between G and E takes the explicit formm
$ $Ã Ãa : G “ E: a G t , t s E a t , a tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m 1 2 1 2
for a t s y 2brb9 (g t . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Note that a is a power series in t with no constant term and coefficients
w xpower series in q which coefficients in Z 1r6 ; that is, a is an element of
w xww xxww xxtZ 1r6 q t .
7. WORKING WITH POWER SERIES
Ž .We have p G 11 and we will study a t up to accuracy p q 2. This
section is based on the observation that a is a double power series in
w xww xxtQ S t . That is, the power series in q multiplying each power of t are
w xpolynomials in Q S .
7.1. Keeping Track of First Appearances
Ž .In order to condense the notation of Eq. 7 we introduce the auxiliary
odd indexed coefficients b 's2 kq1
2k q 1 yP 2Ž . Ž .2 kq2
b s q S2 kq1 2 kq12k q 2 !Q 2k !Ž . Ž .2 kq2
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and we write
‘ ‘
y2 2 k y2 2 kq2b s z q b z s z 1 q b z .Ý Ý2 kq1 2 kq1ž /
ks1 ks1
Ž .Then, substituting in 7 the formal derivative
‘
y3 2 kq2b9 s y2 z 1 y kb zÝ 2 kq1ž /
ks1
Ž . ‘ n 2and using the formal identity 1r 1 y w s Ý w s 1 q w q w q ??? ,ns0
we obtain
2b z 1 q Ý‘ b z 2 kq2Ž .ks1 2 kq1y z sŽ . ‘ 2 kq2b9 1 y Ý kb zks1 2 kq1
n‘ ‘ ‘
2 kq3 2 kq2s z q b z kb zÝ Ý Ý2 kq1 2 kq1ž / ž /ž /ks1 ns0 ks1
‘
2 kq3s z q b zÝ 2 kq1ž /
ks1
2‘ ‘
2 kq2 2 kq2? 1 q kb z q kb z q ??? .Ý Ý2 kq1 2 kq1ž /ž /ks1 ks1
11Ž .
Ž .Ž .Note that in the expansion of y2brb9 z as a power series in z the
coefficients are polynomials in the auxiliary b-coefficients and the first
time that b appears is as a linear term in the coefficient of z 2 kq3.2 kq1
Ž . Ž .Subsequently, comparing 7 and 11 , we have
‘2b 2
2 kq3y z s z q c q k q 1 S z , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 kq3 2 kq1ž /b9 2k !Ž .ks1
where c does not involve S and is a polynomial in the lower2 kq3 2 kq1
indexed generating functions of the odd power divisor functions with
coefficients rational numbers.
Ž . ŽŽ . .Ž . Ž . ŽTo produce a t , we compose y2brb9 (g t s y2brb9 ( t
p pq1 Ž . pq2 Ž . .q ??? qt rp q t r p q 1 q t r p q 2 q ??? . This results in
t 2 t 3 t 4
a t s t q q qŽ .
2 3 4
‘ 2
2 kq3q d q k q 1 S t , 13Ž . Ž .Ý 2 kq3 2 kq1ž /2k !Ž .ks1
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where d does not involve S and is a polynomial in the lower2 kq3 2 kq1
indexed S 's, m F k y 1, with coefficients rational numbers.2 mq1
7.2. Keeping Track of Denominators
Ž .We are only interested in the first p q 2 terms of a t . Recall that
Ž .Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .b s 2k q 1 yP r 2k q 2 !Q q 2S r 2k ! and p di-2 kq1 2 kq2 2 kq2 2 kq1
Ž .vides Q if and only if p y 1 divides 2k q 2. Note that in the2 kq2
Ž . Ž .calculation of the truncation a t only the terms of g t of degree lesspq2
Ž .Ž .than or equal to p q 2 in t and only the terms of y2brb9 z of degree
less than or equal to p q 2 in z are involved. Hence, the only possible
Ž . p Ž .sources of p-adically non-integral coefficients are 1rp t in g t and the
Ž .Ž .terms involving 1rQ in y2brb9 z .py1
However, carefully following the steps that led to the construction of
Ž . Ž .13 from 11 , we see that 1rp and 1rQ contribute only to thepy1
constant terms of the}polynomials in S 's}coefficients of t p, t pq1,2 kq1
pq2 Ž .and t and we have proved in Section 6 that a t has p-adically integral
constant}with respect to q and equivalently with respect to S 's}2 kq1
coefficients for each power of t. Hence,
pq3 w x w xa t modulo t ’ a t g tZ S t . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .pq2 p
8. MAIN
In this section we work in positive characteristic, p G 11. As noted in
w xww xxww xxSection 6, a is a power series in Z 1r6 q t . Hence, reduction modulo
ww xxww xxp is meaningful and results in a a power series in F q t . Havingp
Ž .chosen local parameter at the identity l s yxry s a t , we can calculate
Ãw x Ž .the formal group law for E as in Sil1, pp. 110]115 and produce E l , l .1 2
Ãw xNext we can obtain p the power series for multiplication by p in E.ÃE
Subsequent arguments do not require explicit calculation beyond the first
nonzero term but only the knowledge that this can be done in principle.$ ÃUsing the isomorphism a : G “ E, we obtainm
$y1 pw x w xa p a t s p t s t 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã GE m
due to the correspondence of multiplication by p in the two formal groups,$
pÃ w x Ž . w x Ž . w x Ž .$ $E and G , p a t s a ( p t , and after the calculation p t s tÃm E G Gm m
modulo p.
Ž . w xw xOur work in Section 7 has provided us with a t in tZ S t . Hence,pq2 p
Ž .reducing modulo p and slightly abusing notation, we obtain a t inpq2
w xw xtF S t . Our goal is to prove:p
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 4THEOREM 1. For p G 11 and S s S , k G 0 , the set of the generat-2 kq1
Ž .ing functions of the odd power di¤isor functions, the field F S has transcen-p
dence degree 1.
w xProof. We employ induction on the index of S . Recall F S s2 kq1 p
w xF S , S , . . . , S since S ’ S modulo p. The algebraic relation be-p 3 5 p pqm m
tween S and S is obtained when we calculate the coefficient of l p in3 5
w x Ž . w x Ž . p y1w x Ž . pp l . Since p l is a power series in l and a p a t s t andÃ Ã ÃE E E
both a and ay1 start with t, this coefficient has to be 1 and this provides
a nontrivial relation binding S and S .3 5
That this relation is and nontrivial if and only if p G 11 and separable
always deserves an explanation. One way is to follow carefully all the steps
w xinvolved in the calculation of this coefficient as in Sil1 . Alternatively, note
that the chosen local parameter l s yxry is related to the canonical
Ž . Ž .differential of the Tate curve via dXr 2Y q X s dxr2 y s 1 q H.O. dl.
w x pHence, the leading term of the power series p has to be equal to H ? l ,ÃE
Ž Ž ..for H the Hasse invariant of the pair E , dXr 2Y q X and H s 1.can
w xSee KaMa, 2.2 and 12.4; Ka1, A1.1 . But one can calculate H as the
coefficient of x py1 in the expansion
Ž .py1 r2y1 y 240S 1 y 504S3 53x q x q . 16Ž .ž /48 864
Observe that we have switched models for the Tate curve, have taken
Ž .advantage of the fact dXr 2Y q X s dxr2 y, and have used Deuring's
algorithm for calculating the Hasse invariant. Now, since 240 s 24 ? 3 ? 5
and 504 s 23 ? 32 ? 7 and the characteristic is greater than 7, we obtain that
S and S are separably algebraically dependent.3 5
Proceeding to the main inductive step, for 7 F 2k q 1 F p note that
Ž y1w x .Ž .S appears first in the power series a p a t in the coefficient ofÃ2 kq1 E
t Ž2 kq3. p and this results in
pp2 k q 1 2 k q 1Ž . Ž .
pS y S q e s 0, 17Ž .p 2 kq1 2 kq1 Ž2 kq3. p2k !Ž .2k !Ž .Ž .
where d involves S only if 3 F 2m q 1 F 2k y 3. This is soŽ2 kq3. p 2 mq1
w x Ž . p pbecause, first, p l is a power series in l starting with l ; second, theÃE
ith coefficient of ay1 is a polynomial in the coefficients of a up to degree
Ž .i and the ith coefficient of a appears linearly with coefficient y1 , and,
Ž y1w x .Ž . pthird, a p a t has to equal t .ÃE
ŽFinally, since 2k q 1 is assumed less than the characteristic, 2 k q
. Ž . pŽ . p ŽŽ . . p Ž1 r 2k ! is well defined and nonzero and 2 k q 1 r 2k ! s 2 k q
. Ž .1 r 2k ! Hence, S is algebraically dependent to lower indexed S 's2 kq1 m
via an Artin]Schreier equation and this concludes the proof.
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Remark. From the classical approach we have that S for 7 F 2k q2 kq1
2 F p, 2k q 1 / p y 2, is a polynomial in S and S . Our method obtains3 5
Artin]Schreier-type relations for all higher indexed S 's. From those2 kq1
the only irreducible is the one obtained for S and in order to removepy2
the indeterminacy by an F additive constant introduced by the rest of thep
relations note that the constant term of all divisor generator functions is
zero.
Remark. Knowing that such relations exist, it may be computationally
preferable to produce them via a direct finite search; cf. Section 4. To
ÃŽ .calculate E l , l is not that easy. Even for the direct calculation of the1 2
p w xfirst nonzero term, l , of p , which is the only one that we used in ourÃE
proof, we preferred to invoke higher powered theory in order to avoid
tedious calculations.
w xRemark. All the extensions of F S , S adjoining S , . . . , S are inte-p 3 5 7 p
w x w x w x Ž .gral. The extension F S , S over F S or F S is integral if p y 1 r2p 3 5 p 3 p 5
is not equal to 1 or 5 modulo 6.
Remark. Since the calculation of the invariant A, which motivated the
w n xpresent work as shown in Section 2, involves all powers p , a moreÃE
Ž . ncareful analysis over W F possibly may provide relations modulo p . Ann p
alternative approach may involve the study of the meromorphic modular
Ž .forms A , A , . . . that comprise the components of A s A , A , A , . . .1 2 0 1 2
where A s H is the Hasse invariant.0
APPENDIX A: CHARACTERISTIC p F 7
If p s 2 or p s 3 then S s S for all k. In the cases p s 5 and2 kq1 1
p s 7, the Hasse invariants are E and E , respectively but the q expan-4 6
sions are identically 1 resulting in no relation binding S and S . However,3 5
for p s 5, explicit calculation following the same method as in the main
part of this paper provides us with the relation
S3 y S s 3S4 q 2S3 q 4S q 4S 18Ž .3 3 5 5 5 5
w 4xvalid for p s 5 and fully characterizing the ring F S , k G 0 s5 2 kq1
w xF S , S .5 3 5
Similarly, for p s 7, we have
S7 y S s 4S12 q 3S11 q 3S10 q S9 q 6S8 q S6 q 5S55 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
q 6S3 q 4S2 q 6S 19Ž .3 3 3
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w x w xand the ring F S s F S , S , S can be determined observing that,7 7 3 5 7
2 Ž .Ž .reducing E s 1 q 480S s E s 1 q 240S 1 q 240S modulo 7, we8 7 4 3 3
obtain S s S q S2.7 3 3
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